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The Holly & Doug Brooks Family Foundation LEGacy Room

Board members and friends of Limbs for Life gathered in August to dedicate the Holly & Doug Brooks Family Foundation LEGacy Room.

When 1800 square feet of warehouse became available adjacent to our office, we seized the opportunity to transfer our rapidly-growing inventory of donated parts. With the additional space, volunteer clinicians and students can efficiently process our expanding inventory to put more amputees back on their feet. In 2017, we received 7,162 donated parts and placed 7,163 of our parts inventory with clients and clinical partners in 29 states and 24 countries.

The LEGacy Room recognizes the longtime commitment of the Brooks family to furthering our mission. After his limb loss, Doug experienced the challenges of an amputee firsthand. He shared that pouring himself into Limbs for Life gave him purpose and “gave him his life back.” From the family perspective, Holly added “you don’t plan on being in this club.” Doug and Holly, along with their children and grandchildren, desire for all amputees to have access to quality prosthetic care. The impact of their dedication will continue for generations through the Holly & Doug Brooks Family Foundation LEGacy Room and will echo in the sound of footsteps around the world.

Do you SHOP AMAZON? Then, SHOP Amazon-SMILE!

If you love to shop on Amazon and love Limbs for Life, here’s how to help:

— Go to smile.amazon.com and select “Limbs for Life Foundation” as the charity you support.
— If you shop on the app, fill your cart and then hop on a web browser on your mobile device, desktop or laptop to complete your purchase. Amazon smile is not connected to the app.
— Do your holiday shopping, stock up on household items and more. Connect to Shop Amazon Smile every time you shop and benefit Limbs for Life.

What is AmazonSmile? AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to support your favorite charity every time you shop, at no cost to you. When you shop at smile.amazon.com, Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price to your favorite charity.

The Holly & Doug Brooks Family Foundation LEGacy Room

Doug & Holly Brooks with their son, Kyle Brooks
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The amputees we encounter have an abundance of resiliency. Denver crafted a makeshift prosthesis using pieces of boot, glove, a crutch, baseball bat, tape and paint. His determination and creativity reflect that resilient spirit. Fourroux Prosthetics in Huntsville, AL worked with us to get Denver a limb. We are happy to see him thrive!

Maria is raising five grandchildren, ages 1 to 13. She is thankful for her new limb, allowing her to be active with the children. Maria receives care from Hanger Clinic in Dallas.

PARTNER PROFILE

Our Clinic Partners are the heart of delivery of service to our clients!

Limbs for Life attends AOPA National Assembly

The 101st American Orthotics and Prosthetics Association (AOPA) National Assembly in September hosted over 1,700 people from twenty countries. We met clinicians, practitioners, industry reps, and students at this truly insightful global event. Sharing our mission and educating clinic teams about the resources Limbs for Life can provide to their patients is critical to reaching amputees in need.

Many clinics were thrilled to learn that Limbs for Life accepts used prosthetic parts. They can request items from our Brooks Family LEGacy Room to assist their clients in need. We also provide funding to U.S. clinics for those clients who have been approved for services.

Find our client application, componentry request and more details at: limbsforlife.org/partners

Presenting Sponsor:

Planned Giving?

When you make a planned gift, you can support Limbs for Life and receive income for life for you and your family. A planned gift is really quite easy—it involves some planning that helps both you and our mission.

The planning tools on our website can help you create a legacy in your will or trust, increase lifetime income for you and your spouse and pass on property to your heirs through a charitable plan.

To learn more about the benefits of making a planned gift, please mail, call or visit our website. Visit our dedicated Planned Giving site at: http://limbsforlifeLEGacy.org.

SPONSORED EVENTS

Our thanks to the many people who host events in support of Limbs for Life. These sponsored special events generate tremendous funding for our client needs.

Ashley Shanahan started the Joe Shanahan Memorial in 2016 to honor her father. Now in the 3rd year, the event has raised over $12,000! That equates to 4+ limbs for amputees in need. Congrats to Ashley and her family and the good folks of Pittsburgh, PA! We appreciate their hard work and know Ashley’s Dad would be proud!

Shop Clarks Shoes!
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Dedicated to providing fully-functioning prosthetic care for individuals who cannot afford it and raising awareness of the challenges facing amputees

Do you SHOP AMAZON? Then, SHOP Amazon-SMILE!

If you love to shop on Amazon and love Limbs for Life, here's how to help:

—Go to smile.amazon.com and select “Limbs for Life Foundation” as the charity you support.
—If you shop on the app, fill your cart and then hop on a web browser on your mobile device, desktop or laptop to complete your purchase. Amazon smile is not connected to the app.
—Do your holiday shopping, stock up on household items and more. Connect to Shop Amazon Smile every time you shop and benefit Limbs for Life.

What is AmazonSmile? AmazonSmile is a simple and automatic way for you to support your favorite charity every time you shop, at no cost to you. When you shop at smile.amazon.com, Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price to your favorite charity.

The Holly & Doug Brooks Family Foundation LEGacy Room

Board members and friends of Limbs for Life gathered in August to dedicate the Holly & Doug Brooks Family Foundation LEGacy Room.

When 1800 square feet of warehouse became available adjacent to our office, we seized the opportunity to transfer our rapidly-growing inventory of donated parts. With the additional space, volunteer clinicians and students can efficiently process our expanding inventory to put more amputees back on their feet. In 2017, we received 7,162 donated parts and placed 7,163 of our parts inventory with clients and clinical partners in 29 states and 24 countries.

The LEGacy Room recognizes the longtime commitment of the Brooks family to furthering our mission. After his limb loss, Doug experienced the challenges of an amputee firsthand. He shared that pouring himself into Limbs for Life gave him purpose and “gave him his life back.” From the family perspective, Holly added “you don't plan on being in this club.” Doug and Holly, along with their children and grandchildren, desire for all amputees to have access to quality prosthetic care. The impact of their dedication will continue for generations through the Holly & Doug Brooks Family Foundation LEGacy Room and will echo in the sound of footsteps around the world.
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